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To prove something means to demonstrate, that the God agrees 

with you, as the knowledge of a human is the knowledge, which 

holds his God. The God of Knowledge. To prove God to God is easy; 

and so, from the fact that God is proven for theists, and for atheists 

the God is not debunked, it follows that God is proven for atheists 

as well. 

 

As demonstration, that Christian people have proven own God, look 

up the verses: 1 Corinthians 15:34, Acts 1:3, 1 Corinthians 13:2 and 

the Christian Theology with the following theorem: 

 

Thesis: Omniscient One exists. 

Consequence: He knows that the Omniscient One exists. 

Conclusion: there is hidden knowledge that the Omniscient One 

exists. 

 

Objection: "the Buddhists have proven the transmigration of souls, 

but the Christians have not debunked it. So, it has been proven for 

the Christians as well?" 



 

We are talking about God, not about the transmigration of souls. Do 

not change the subject. At first step one must prove the theism by 

separation of it from atheism, and only then one must discover which 

theistic ideas are true. Do not mix these two steps together! 

 

Objection: "Thousands of gods in the world. Which of them do 

actually exist?" 

 

There is only the Existing God; for God is the name, and so the rest 

ones are idols that do not actually exist. Agnosticism (as a "scientific 

scepticism" in God's existence) is nothing more than a logical mistake 

when the Existing God and the Non-existent idol (satan and his 

beloved invention - atheism) are taken for one person, cf. Matthew 

6:24. Since there is the Existing God and the non-existent god, then 

the Existing God really exists. From this theory comes out, that 

atheists are so sure that there is no god, because they have an idol in 

their minds that does not exist. 

 

Objection: "Atheists do not believe in their non-existent idol." 

 

Yes, because he does not exist! The Absolute Nothingness is taken for 

the idol. They are just the most advanced pagans. On Earth, there are 

only three basic nations in the eyes of Christian God: Jews, Christians, 

and Gentiles. If you are an unbeliever, then you are a Gentile. You 

have an idol - Absolute Nothing. See Wikipedia article “Nothing in 

Philosophy”. 

 



Please study the history of paganism. Look up the modern paganism 

in YouTube: "human sacrifice in CERN", because anything can be 

taken as most high priority and value in life: dust (scientists proudly 

say, that we came from star dust), as well Nothing. Scientists say, that 

we came from Nothing without need of God. Thus, Nothing is the 

very first thing in history, Nothing took Holy seat of God. 

 

Objection: "You keep starting these threads “proving” God’s 

existence, basically advancing the same “proof” each and every time. 

Your “proof” doesn’t become more credible just because you keep 

repeating it." 

 

It is 10000000 times more easy to prove God than to convince people 

to give me Nobel Prize for that. 

 

Objection: "Correction, most atheists don't say god is nonexistent, 

but that there's insufficient reason to believe he exists. Come up with 

sufficient evidence for god's existence and these atheists will change 

their minds and believe he exists. P.S. Atheism is about belief or, 

specifically, what you don't believe. An atheist doesn't believe in any 

gods. Agnosticism is about knowledge or, specifically, about what you 

don't know. An agnostic doesn't know if any gods exist or not." 

 

Stop juggle with words: "we do not know, that there is no God, we 

just do not believe, that there is God." You have no idea what faith 

and belief is, because you are non-believer. 

 

Objection: "I guess that would work to prove the existence of little 

trolls and elves, too. For instance, I was never able to debunk them, 



either, while my good friends in Iceland claim knowledge that they 

exist." 

 

Yes, they exist. Because the devil is making them. 

 

Objection: "your own "God exists for theists, and atheists can't 

debunk, so God exists" statement is completely fallacious, ridiculous, 

and standing at the very outer rim on the border of sanity." 

 

So, it might strike then somebody. It might work its purpose then. 

That is why Dr. Niels Bohr (founder of Quantum Mechanics) jokingly 

remarked to a student that his theory was crazy, but not crazy 

enough to be true. 

 

Objection: "Now that's funny. As if religious faith and belief are the 

only kinds of faith and belief in the world.    In any case, can I likewise 

say that you don't know what atheism is because you're a theist?  Of 

course I can because you've set up the criterion, silly as it is." 

 

Because there is Absolutely Nothing in common between God and 

satan, there are no common notions nor common definitions 

between theism and atheism: "between us and you a great chasm 

has been set in place, so that those who want to go from here to you 

cannot, nor can anyone cross over from there to us" Luke 16:26. That 

is why it is not possible to convert atheist by logic: he does not 

understands you, see the Lord Jesus Christ has problem with the 

hidden atheism as well: "Why is my language not clear to you? 

Because you are unable to hear what I say. You belong to your father, 

the devil, and you want to carry out your father's desires. He was a 



murderer from the beginning, not holding to the truth, for there is no 

truth in him. When he lies, he speaks his native language, for he is a 

liar and the father of lies." John 8:43-44. 

 

Objection: "The fact that the invisible magical dragon that lives in my 

garage is proven to ME and for YOU this invisible magical dragon is 

not debunked, it follows that you also have proof my my invisible 

magical dragon.  By golly the logic is INDISPUTABLE!" 

 

You are making the common and most spread among the un-

believers logical fallacy. You are mixing two steps to the Faith. These 

steps are: 1. to separate atheism from theism, 2. find out which 

theistic ideas are true. Your magical dragon is simply example of 

paganism, shamanism. 

Conclusion 

Finally, if the God of Knowledge is not perfectly 100% proven, then 

there can not be any knowledge or proof, even physical or 

mathematical. Because there is no Absolute Judge what is wrong and 

what is right, even in scientific sense. Therefore, He would have no 

right to burn atheists and sinners after the Judgement Day. 

Conclusion: the God is Spirit of Truth Himself.  

 

Because atheism is not only „not proven“ and can not be ever proven 

(latter simply implies, that atheism is unscientific idea), but also 

repeatedly refuted by Science (look up, e.g. „Universe shall not exist, 

Michio Kaku“, „New findings have physicists questioning reality“ in 

YouTube), atheism is akin to pagan religion. More precisely, atheism 

differs from any theism only in its hatred of God, the atheist does not 

love God so much that he does not give him neither a place nor a 

right to exist. The church of satan in America also behaves like 



atheism. Therefore, satan is the very first atheist in the history of the 

world. 

 

Are these peer-reviewed papers (look up 

https://youtu.be/e3lhXAfdw0w and Genetics Research Confirms 

Biblical Timeline BY JEFFREY P. TOMKINS, PH.D. JANUARY 09, 2013  

https://www.icr.org/article/genetics-research-confirms-biblical ), 

which proved Creationism, debunked already? Perhaps they are all 

debunked now, because of this verse: "Here I am! I stand at the door 

and knock. If anyone hears my voice and opens the door, I will come 

in and eat with that person, and they with me." Revelation 3:20, so 

the God does not break the "door". If a human wants to ignore the 

facts, the facts become debunked sooner or later. The great Richard 

Dawkins said: "God, why are you taking so many efforts to hide 

Yourself from us?" (in the end of the video "Expelled: no intelligence 

allowed" by Ben Stein). 

 

Nevertheless, the true faith is not blind, one can know all and be 

believer in God: God is not atheist, cf. 1 Corinthians 13:2. 

 

 


